SCHEDULE FOR BASKET-BALL

BACONIAN MEETING.

OPENING OF DEBATING SEASON

FIRST PRELIMINARY NIGHT FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 8:30 P. M.

Within Six Weeks There Will Be Four Preliminaries, Four Finals and Three Class Debates.

The Minnesota preliminary debate will be held at the First Congregational Church on Friday evening. During some difficulties the judges have not yet returned. They will be announced on or before Friday night. Until this year, the big preliminary debates have been given in the Colosseum library; but in an account of some friction between the management and the Debating League, the debate this year will soon be held elsewhere.

The question for debate next Friday evening is the municipal tax problem. The debate being non-partisan, the judges will be selected at random from the large number of lawyers in the town.

The Deep Water Fishes, by Dr. W. C. Slayster, of Leland Stanford Calfaver, will be read.

Professor WILCOX TO SPEAK.

Preliminary Night Friday, March 23, 8:30 p. m.

Professor Wilcox will address the Y. M. C. A. December 1 the following Tuesday evening at the Mutual Street School, corner of Madison and Willard Street, New York.
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Innovation In Junior Prom

The Junior Prom Committee met last week to decide on the best way to lay plans for the party which will occur on the evening of February 2, the last Friday before Lent. As the date of the Military ball has been changed till after Lent, it is likely that no conflict in any way will arise. It is expected that the Juniors will have no conflict in any way with the Military ball. All Juniors will have use every effort to make that party the very big social event of the year. At the meeting yesterday it was planned to make a decided innovation in the program. The old arrangement regarding supper dances has been discontinued and if the new plan is as successful as it promises to be there will be no more long dances standing around the corners of the refreshment room more supper dances a day or two before they can meet together at a time. The supper program will be decided upon and at every top party there will be repeated strikings in program, due to the necessity of remaining in the dining room longer than is provided in the plan.

At the Prom there will be twenty dances, two regular extras and three upper dances of a week or so before each. At each of these supper extras one- third of the Prom guests will be served. As each man enters the hall he receives a card of the time for each of the three extras, "first come, first served." They take one for supper and engage the other two as regular dances. His supper section is contained on a card which must be handed to the judge or the right use of them. They cannot tell for sure what his choice of the guests that they will have to make refreshments in the section which he asks for at an hour.

This system is used in other Universities and has proved far superior to any other for the Prom. The Prom Committee has in mind the heads of the guests, that they cannot exceed these supper guests in any arrangement regarding supper dances a day or two before they can meet together at a table. The supper program will be decided upon and at every top party there will be repeated strikings in program, due to the necessity of remaining in the dining room longer than is provided in the plan.
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Mrs. Jackson of Grinnell, Iowa, visited her son, C. R. Jackson, Ph. D., during the holidays.

For Rent-Forestville, A. W. B. n. B., 35 Forestville Ave., will move to the following address.

J. W. Wish, Ph. D., recently received a letter from a friend in Europe, expressing his surprise that Mr. Wish had not appeared at the university lectures. Mr. Wish assured his friend that he was well and enjoying his work.

For Rent-River St., J. R. Smith, River St., also at the university, has moved to a new apartment near the campus.

W. C. Landon, Ph. D., 300 of Grinnell Avenue, has not been seen at the university for several weeks. He is reported to be working in a laboratory in the city.

J. R. McQuinn, Ph. D., recently received a letter from a friend in New York, expressing his surprise that Mr. McQuinn had not appeared at the university lectures. Mr. McQuinn assured his friend that he was well and enjoying his work.

Shoe Repairing
Well handled, good work.

Leroy Leery, 1304 Clinton St.

The College Shoe Store

W. L. Douglas
SHOES FOR MEN

Julia Marlowe
SHOES FOR WOMEN

Lee & Thomas
109 South Clinton St.

If you are in need of a Soft or Overcoat before the holidays, see our latest designs.

Our prices are very reasonable...

JOS. KANAK, THE TAILOR

The most stylish trousers in the city of Murphy's Cove are available at J. C. N. Canak's store. J. C. N. Canak also offers a fine selection of copyrighted patterns, including the new "Simplicity" patterns.
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New in Soft Goods and Overcoats

C. W. Thompson, 120 M

Heywood's Candy is FRESH

Every Box Guaranteed.

Whetstone's

Just Arrived
A New Line of Souvenir Post Cards

The Crescent Pharmacy
College Street.
The greatest advantage in stock Colombia tea and "K" Laxative is that both are absolutely dependable because both are pure, wholesome and genuine. It is claimed that the tea is a mild stimulant, which is equally beneficial to the bowel. The laxative is of the highest order, and is a decided aid in the treatment of constipation. The price of tea is $2.50 per pound, and the laxative is $1.50 per box.

Are you interested in buying "K" Laxative and Columbia tea? If so, contact me, and I will supply you with a copy of the tea and a sample of the laxative. This will enable you to see the quality of the product and make an informed decision.

If you do not have a dealer in your area, I can arrange for delivery to your doorstep. Please complete the order form below and return it to me, and I will take care of the rest.

Order Form:

[Form details]

Thank you for your interest in buying "K" Laxative and Columbia tea. I look forward to serving you.

Best regards,

[Your Name]